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graphic sex or foul language the subject matter is mature and can be intense I would caution those who are sensitive to 
the subjects of drunk driving tragedy and abortion remorse as this book is hard hitting and some persons may be re 
traumatized through its realistic portrayal I assume you have read Manhattan businessman Richard Brooks was at the 
top of the world drunk with success wealth and women and he proudly lived that prodigal lifestyle until one disastrous 
evening when that world came crashing down Richard flees to Minneapolis where he repairs ancient boilers instead of 
solving corporate problems and he s determined to live the solitary life he now deserves But Executive Sheila Peterson 
has other plans for the handsome custodian Richard appears to From the Back Cover They forgave him for the 
accident that killed their son but he will never forgive himself Manhattan businessman Richard Brooks was at the top 
of the world drunk with success wealth and women and he proudly lived that prodigal 
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